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ABSTRACT

Networks are constantly bombarded with malicious or suspicious network traffic by attackers attempting to execute their attack operations. One of the most prevalent types of traffic observed on the network is scanning traffic from reconnaissance efforts. This thesis investigates the use of network tarpits to slow automated scanning or confuse human adversaries. We identify distinguishing tarpit signatures and shortcomings of existing tarpit applications as uncovered by Degreaser (a tarpit scanner), and implement improved features into a new tarpit application called Greasy. We conduct several experiments using a select set of metrics to measure the impact of implementing new tarpitting capabilities and other improvements in Greasy, particularly Greasy's ability to deceive Degreaser, degree of stickiness compared to LaBrea, and potential processing overhead as observed by packet latency. Our experimental results show that we effectively mitigate the two tarpit signatures used by Degreaser's tarpit identification heuristics. And although Greasy may not hold the stickiest connections, compared to LaBrea in persist mode, it successfully improves its tarpitting capabilities, while still evading detection. More importantly, the above results are obtained by deploying Greasy on an Internet-facing /24 subnet; this allows us to measure Greasy's ability to interact with real-world network traffic. Furthermore, Greasy offers a modularized extensible tarpit platform for future tarpit development.
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction

Networks are constantly bombarded with malicious or suspicious network traffic by attackers attempting to execute their attack operations. One of the most prevalent types of traffic observed on the network is scanning traffic from reconnaissance efforts. For instance Yegneswaran et al. determined that worm activity constituted approximately 20%-60% of all intrusion attempts and observed as many as 3 million scans in a single day in their logs [1]. Dainotti et al. observed 20 million scanning probes from 3 million distinct source Internet Protocol (IP) addresses reaching the University of California San Diego (UCSD) Network Telescope due to the sipscan [2]. Rajab et al. collected three months’ worth of Intrusion Detection System (IDS) logs and noted 1.5 billion connection attempts from approximately 32 million unique source IP addresses that originated from either compromised hosts or active scanners [3]. According to the EC-Council’s Certified Ethical Hacker material, reconnaissance—one of the five phases in black hat operations—is the initial and longest phase, during which attackers perform non-intrusive passive network scanning among other actions to identify active hosts, operating systems, applications, and ports in a network [4]. After mapping out an organization’s network structure, attackers follow up by using active scanning methods to discover weaknesses and potential vulnerabilities in the network infrastructure, such as open ports, services, and vulnerable applications. Because reconnaissance is a major phase in an attacker’s operations, and because of the widespread and frequent nature of vulnerability scanning, efforts have been developed on the defenders’ side to thwart or delay the attacker at this phase. One of the available network security defenses against worms and scanners is network deception. The high-level idea of network deception is to provide the illusion of vulnerable targets or to alter the network topology in such a way as to confuse attackers and divert their attention away from critical resources. Not only can deceptive strategies create believable targets, but some techniques can also actively influence an attacker’s actions and decision making process [5].

Network tarpits are one example of network deceptive techniques that seek to slow automated scanning or confuse human adversaries [5]. These network tarpits are typically lightweight, low-cost applications that create sticky connections in the same way that physical
tarpits have been known to trap animals. They can be configured to use unused or inactive IP address spaces to create the illusion of a pool of hosts. The main goals of a tarpit are to penalize malicious connections by actively preventing data transfer over the connection as well as tying up the remote end’s socket and exhausting the remote host’s resources in maintaining this connection [5]. One of the obstacles tarpits face is the possibility of their discovery by advanced scanning techniques, which causes them to lose their deceptive advantage over an attacker. Attackers may be able to bypass or circumvent tarpits during their intelligence gathering phase. For example, Degreaser, an advanced tarpit scanning tool developed by Alt et al. has uncovered numerous network tarpits in the wild [5].

In their study, Alt et al. [5] develop an active probing methodology to detect tarpits based on two main signatures: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) options fingerprints and TCP flow control behavior. This methodology is integrated into their open source tool, Degreaser, and used to perform an Internet-wide scan. Although organizations are reluctant to admit their use of tarpits for defensive reasons, Alt et al. discovered a total of 215,000 active fake IP addresses with subnetworks interleaved with real and fake hosts. Their work demonstrates the ease at which attackers and others can develop scanners to detect and defeat the use of tarpits based on the tarpits’ current state and implementation [5].

1.1 Motivation
The main motivation for our work stems from two areas. The first is that network tarpits are powerful, important resources able to thwart network scanning during an attacker’s intelligence gathering phase. Alt et al. note that even small blocks of tarpit addresses have greatly slowed automated scanning, and tarpits have even skewed network measure studies, e.g., the Internet census [5]. The second reason is that there has been a lack of current research available looking into improving the efficiency and effectiveness of network tarpits. Our work seeks to accomplish a couple objectives. We investigate heuristics to improve the tarpitting capabilities of the tarpit and better obscure them from state-of-the-art scanning tools and techniques. In addition, we develop and provide a modularized extensible tarpit platform called Greasy for researchers to build upon in the future.
1.2 Research Questions
We attempt to address the following research questions:

1. How can we mitigate network tarpit signatures to make them harder to detect, or more costly to detect, while retaining their defensive behavior?
2. How can we make network tarpits appear more like real hosts without incurring additional costs, like memory or bandwidth, to tarpit operations?
3. How can we leverage TCP retransmission mechanisms to improve the stickiness of the tarpit connection?

1.3 Summary of Contributions and Findings
Our work demonstrates that state-of-the-art tarpit scanning tools can be defeated. We make four primary contributions:

1. We identify distinguishing tarpit signatures and shortcomings of existing tarpit applications as uncovered by Degreaser, and implement improved features into a new tarpit application called Greasy.
2. We develop and provide a modularized extensible tarpit platform for future tarpit development.
3. We examine Greasy’s overall tarpit performance improvement compared to an existing tarpit application LaBrea [6] using a select set of metrics. We demonstrate Greasy’s ability to evade detection by Degreaser.
4. We run Greasy in production on an Internet-facing /24 subnet
5. We suggest future improvements to that may increase Greasy’s tarpit functionalities and capabilities in the future.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

- Chapter 2 discusses background and related work in the area of cyber deception and network tarpits.
• Chapter 3 describes the requirements, improvements, design, and implementation of a new tarpitting application called *Greasy*.
• Chapter 4 provides an overview of the experiments used to measure the levels of improvement in *Greasy* compared to existing tarpit applications. In particular, we measure *Greasy*’s ability to obscure itself from *Degreaser*.
• And finally, Chapter 5 concludes with highlights of experiment results and discusses future work.
CHAPTER 2: Background

Among the onslaught of abusive and malicious attacks against networks, scanning attacks are crucial threats as they form the basis of other malicious operations. In order to infect a host in a network, an attacker frequently first scans the network (or the entire Internet) to find a reachable host that has some particular characteristic or exploitable vulnerability [7]. Intrusions by port scanning or self-propagating worms, e.g., CodeRed [8], Conficker [9], and Heartbleed [10] vulnerability scanning are examples of known scanning attacks [11]. Because network scanning is so pervasive, network administrators often apply network security defenses to impede scanning. Among these defenses are cyber deception techniques.

2.1 Cyber Deception
Cyber deception has contributed to the successes of both offensive and defensive operations. For defense in particular, the idea of cyber deception is to provide attackers the illusion of vulnerabilities so as to delay, halt, respond to, or gather information about suspicious activities or attacker behavior [12]. Most defensive deception strategies are only peripherally deceptive, meaning the objective is to create the facade of a real system, rather than deceiving the attacker through misinterpretation of data content [13]. Deceptive tactics force attackers to increase effort and costs to breach a system by causing attackers to spend time evaluating attack operations on fake resources, thus slowing their progress while gathering intelligence and increasing the likelihood of their discovery [5]. For instance, moving target defense systems increase the attacker’s difficulty to exploit a vulnerable system by varying the target’s attack surface or system behavior, thereby actively influencing the attacker’s actions through deceit [14].

One deceptive strategy is to falsely plant information. The key to this deceptive strategy is to identify the attacker’s targeted resource, plant falsities for the resource and underlying environment, determine desired consequences for the attacker’s interaction with the fake system, and ensure the fidelity and sustainability of the resource as the attacker interacts with the system [13]. Another deceptive strategy is camouflage, which creates an artificial
disguise for a system or object to make it harder to find or identify. Noise injection is one camouflage technique that introduces additional noise to reduce the signal to noise ratio, making it more difficult to compromise a particular system based on signal indicators. Another technique is to reroute attacks in order to deflect them from the most critical systems [13]. Examples include lightning rods which distract attackers away from real targets to focus on interesting fake targets, jails that encapsulate attackers in order to conduct information gathering and analysis of attack methods, and shunts that redirect attacks around potential targets [13]. A popular tool used to reroute attacks is a network honeypot.

2.2 Honeypots

Honeypots are security devices, services, or resources in the network that detect and analyze intruder activities by creating false targets. The main idea behind a honeypot is to redirect potentially malicious traffic to a specially crafted machine. The machine is the “bait” with which intruders may interact [15]. Because honeypots have no production value, authorized activity, and often inhabit network address spaces where minimal or no legitimate traffic should exist, any interaction with the honeypot is likely an unsolicited probe, scan, or attack [16]. Honeypots can capture a wealth of information regarding suspected malicious behavior, including methods to gain unauthorized access, targeted ports, and services attackers attempt to exploit. Honeypots often operate in conjunction with other IDSs, and serve to extend IDS functionality by detecting and responding to attacks not identified by other detection systems [15].

2.2.1 Level of Interaction

Different information can be acquired by the honeypot depending on the honeypot’s level of interaction.

High-Level Interaction

High interaction honeypots are used for more in-depth analyses, such as an investigation of tools, channels, or methods of attacks [17]. They replicate full system functionality and allow the attacker to fully interact with the system, and potentially compromise it to launch further attacks [15]. Though the data acquired from high interaction honeypots is quite
valuable as they allow researchers to study attack methods and attacker behavior, they are less prevalent compared to low interaction honeypots because the risk of an attacker negatively affecting other devices on the network is quite high. An attacker could simply use the honeypot machine to infiltrate other systems on the network, or lower system performances by decreasing bandwidth through generating large amounts of traffic [15]. Research honeypots typically have a high level of interaction with attackers because they are purposed to gather information about black hat techniques and tactics as well as monitor attacker behavior [15], [16].

Low-Level Interaction

Low-interaction honeypots emulate certain services, rather than a complete system, and as such are confined to respond only to specific services or partial implementations [18]. For instance, they may only emulate the transport layer protocol, and are unable to gather information on the application layer. Despite this limitation, low interaction honeypots are the most prevalent type of honeypot used today [19] and because low interaction honeypots offer limited services to the attacker and are at a low risk of being compromised, unlike their high interaction counterparts, they are easier to deploy and maintain [16], [20]. In addition, low-interaction honeypots are typically chosen to handle scanning and other attack traffic over high-interaction honeypots because they are much less costly (i.e., in terms of Central Processing Unit (CPU) time and bandwidth, for instance).¹ They are designed to lure an intruder with one or more exploitable vulnerabilities, and establish and capture the first few transactions of a conversation between the malicious endpoint and the honeypot. These honeypots allow for quantitative, less in-depth, information gathering used to identify patterns of port scans and worm propagation, passively detect spam activity, or delay malicious behavior [17]. Production honeypots traditionally fall under this category of interaction. They are purposed to delay, detect, or respond to attacks [16].

¹Because of the benefits and shortcomings of both low-interaction and high-interaction honeypots, recent work has investigated the use of hybrid honeypot systems that utilize the strengths of both to dynamically adapt to organizational needs. Thus, low-interaction honeypots are deployed against simple attacks and act as a first layer of defense, while more sophisticated attacks are redirected towards high-interaction honeypots [21].
Medium-Level Interaction

Medium interaction honeypots are more advanced than low interaction honeypots, and less advanced than high interaction honeypots, however they combine advantages of both types [22]. Like low interaction honeypots, these honeypots do not implement complete application services or real operating system environments. A key component of these honeypots is their application-layer virtualization, which is what allows these medium-interaction honeypots to analyze malware similar to high-interaction honeypots but with an isolated environment and a small set of services. These honeypots lure attackers to execute their exploits by providing fictional vulnerability responses that an attacker expects to see [22]. After receiving the shell code for offline analysis, the honeypot emulates actions that the shell code would have performed on a real system. These honeypots do have limitations. Like high-interaction honeypots, these systems are also considered high risk because of the level of interaction with an attacker. They are also complex, time consuming to deploy, and require great knowledge and expertise to create [22].

2.3 Network Tarpits

Network tarpits are a type of low interaction, production honeypot that seek to frustrate and confuse an intruder, as well as slow automated traffic scanners [5]. They are modeled after the concept of physical tarpits that trap animals in sticky tar, and as such are sometimes called “sticky” honeypots. Tarpits attempt to trap potentially malicious incoming TCP connections through TCP flow control mechanisms – discouraging the remote end from disconnecting, actively preventing data transfers, and consuming the attacker’s resources (e.g., CPU time, memory, and bandwidth); all these work to slow the scanner and penalize these malicious connections [5]. Existing network tarpits are deployed at both the transport and application layers of the TCP/IP stack. They may be configured to use unused or inactive IP addresses in a subnetwork to create the illusion of a large pool of available hosts and impersonate real hosts by responding to TCP, User Datagram Protocol (UDP), or Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) probes that interact with these fake hosts [5]. One of the most widely known network tarpits is LaBrea, developed by Tom Liston [23] in response to the CodeRed worm of 2001 [18].
2.3.1 \textit{LaBrea}

\textit{LaBrea}'s main objective is to slow the propagation of Internet worms, by trapping the worms to delay their attempts of infecting other devices or systems [24]. \textit{LaBrea} accepts connections to unused IP addresses on a local network, and responds to incoming traffic destined to these IP addresses, forcing the remote end to consume resources on a fake connection until it times out [24]. \textit{LaBrea} has two main functions: dynamically identifying unused IPs using Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and tarpitting connections using TCP flow control manipulation.

\textbf{Identifying Unused IP Addresses}

To determine which IP addresses to use for tarpitting, \textit{LaBrea} either hard captures a specific list of IP addresses, or listens promiscuously for unanswered ARP requests, which signify unused or unoccupied IP addresses [24]. \textit{LaBrea} takes advantage of the Layer 2 ARP requests and responses in order to locate these unused Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) addresses and impersonate hosts. ARP provides a mapping between network and physical addresses. In order for two machines to communicate across an Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN) each machine must have two unique identifiers: a layer 3 32-bit IPv4 or 128-bit Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) address, and a layer 2 48-bit Media Access Control (MAC) address. The source device endpoint must know the destination endpoint’s MAC address in addition to the destination IP address in order to send a packet to the destination device endpoint. For IPv4 addresses in particular, if the destination IP/MAC address pair is not stored in the source endpoint’s cached ARP table, it must send a broadcast ARP request to devices in the LAN to find the MAC address of the destination endpoint [25]. If an ARP reply successfully returns with a corresponding MAC address, that IP/MAC pair will be stored in the router’s cache.

Else if the destination device does not exist, the packet will be dropped, the router will send back an ICMP "host unreachable" message, and no entry will be stored in the ARP table for that pair [26], [27]. Mechanisms have been used to flush stale ARP cache entries using ARP cache timeouts. One of these methods involves periodic active probing of the remote host using ARP requests. If these requests remain unanswered after $N$ successive probes (with retransmissions as needed), the entry is deleted. $N$ is typically 2 probes, but is configurable [28], [26]. Additionally, ARP is used to resolve IPv4 address conflicts.
Before using an IPv4 address, a host must check to see if that IP address is in use by broadcasting an ARP request to that particular IP address. The host sends PROBE_NUM packets spaced PROBE_MIN to PROBE_MAX seconds apart. If ARP requests remain unanswered after ANNOUNCE_WAIT seconds, then the IPv4 address may be used safely by the host [29]. PROBE_NUM, PROBE_MIN, PROBE_MAX, and ANNOUNCE_WAIT values are configurable.

LaBrea monitors for consecutive unanswered ARP requests without intervening ARP replies [6]. If after the timeout (a value that can be configured in LaBrea but defaults to 3 seconds) LaBrea still sees unanswered ARPs for a particular IP address, LaBrea will capture the IP and send an ARP reply to the requesting host with a fake MAC address set to (00:00:0f:ff:ff:ff). There is no significance for this MAC address other than that it is bogus and does not actually exist; in addition, it is statically applied to all packets sent on the LAN by LaBrea [24], [6]. This method even works for switched LANs. Typically the broadcast ARP requests are visible to all ports on a hub device because data is flooded to all ports on the device. Switch devices, on the other hand, maintain an address table of associated hardware addresses and ports [30]. Thus, one port may never see traffic that another port may see, and LaBrea may never see ARP replies for ARP requests on the LAN. LaBrea overcomes this by sending a “mirrored” ARP request of any ARP requests it sees, which allows LaBrea to monitor for potential ARP replies in a switched environment [6]. The method discussed describes LaBrea’s soft-capture mode, where LaBrea captures IP addresses dynamically. In addition, LaBrea also offers a hard-capture method and auto-hard-capture method to capture IP addresses to use as tarpit hosts. The hard-capture method states that after LaBrea captures an IP address, it does not need to wait for the timeout before sending an ARP reply. The auto-hard-capture mode states that all non-excluded\(^2\) and non-hardexcluded\(^3\) IP addresses should be automatically hard-captured.

TCP Flow Control Manipulation and Tarpitting Functionality
TCP flow control [31] manipulation is the heart of LaBrea’s TCP level tarpit deception, and the key to trapping an adversary in an open TCP connection. Among the objectives of TCP

\(^2\)Excluded IP addresses are those in the LAN that LaBrea should never capture [6]

\(^3\)Hardexcluded IP addresses only apply if the hard-capture mode is set; this instructs LaBrea to always wait for the ARP timeout and never hard-capture these IP addresses [6].
in network communication is to accurately match the transmission rates of data transfer between two end devices [31]. Its main concern is to prevent the remote end from receiving data faster than it can process. For instance, a larger window size could cause buffer overruns, packet loss in routers with smaller buffers, or congestion, if the receiving end is unable to handle packets sufficiently. This is wasteful as the remote end must retransmit those lost bytes of packets [32]. TCP uses a 16-bit window field in its header to implement flow control. The receiver uses this field to indicate how many bytes of data the receiver is willing to accept and process from the sender, thereby establishing the max transmission rate [31]. This information is sent to the sender through Acknowledgement (ACK) packets. Included in this transaction is an implicit trust arrangement between the sender and receiver, which is exploited by \textit{LaBrea} [25]. In order to lock a client in a fully established TCP connection, \textit{LaBrea} uses the window field in the TCP header to manipulate flow control. Normally, TCP can advertise an Initial Window (IW) size smaller than 10 segments. The upper bound for the IW is defined as $\min(10\times\text{MSS}, \max(2\times\text{MSS}, 14600))$, where MSS is the maximum segment size of the TCP segment. In addition, the Synchronize (SYN)+ACK and ACK packets of the TCP 3-way handshake should not increase the IW size [32]. In persistent mode, a tarpit advertises a zero window size in ACK packets sent to the sender. This indicates to the sender that the tarpit’s receive window may be closed indefinitely, but as long as the tarpit continues to send ACKs in response to the sender’s window probes, the sender must allow the connection to remain open [33].

In persistent mode, \textit{LaBrea} never increases the window size, keeping the client in a persistent connection. As soon as an ACK packet with a zero window size is received, the sender starts the TCP persist timer, and sends a window probe everytime the timer expires (i.e., a timeout range of 5 to 60 seconds) to query the receiver to see if the window size has increased. It is important to note that TCP does not give up sending window probes, which can lead to resource exhaustion [34]. This can create a window probe deadlock in which the window probe exchange continues indefinitely, unless the remote end has implemented an alarm to break out of the deadlock. The attacker that initiated the TCP connection may send a Finish (FIN) packet to terminate the TCP connection after a period of time has elapsed or limited number of window probe retransmissions are exhausted with no increase in window size from the receiver [35]. The specific time-frame in which a remote end terminates the connection is implementation-specific. One of the ways TCP closes a connection is by hav-
ing one of the endpoint users initiate the connection termination by sending a FIN packet to indicate that user is finished sending data. The user then enters the FIN-WAIT\textsuperscript{4} state, and waits for the remote end to ACK the user’s FIN and send a FIN packet of their own. If the user does not receive a FIN+ACK packet from the other end before the FIN-WAIT timeout expires (i.e., 2 Maximum Segment Life (MSL)), then the connection will timeout and close [31]. FIN packet \textit{LaBrea} ignores this request to end the connection, and maintains the connection until the FIN-WAIT period expires, thus exhausting the client’s socket resources to maintain this connection state. \textit{LaBrea} also offers a non-persistent mode in which all packets received by the client after the TCP handshake is established are just ignored, and the TCP connection terminates after a MSL of 2 minutes [5], [31]. Although \textit{LaBrea}’s persistent connection is able hold a connection indefinitely versus several minutes for a non-persistent connection, the persistent connection does contain more traffic overhead than the non-persistent connection as \textit{LaBrea} has to send packets back to the attacker. The overhead is on the order of around 1215 bytes/hour according to Haig [27].

\textbf{TCP Retransmission Manipulation}

Aside from persistent and non-persistent modes of tarpitting, we can also leverage the use of TCP retransmissions to disrupt the flow of a TCP connection. TCP has several mechanisms to indicate packet loss and out-of-order packets to the opposite endpoint. Two of the mechanisms are duplicate ACKs and partial ACKs. Duplicate ACKs are normally sent by the receiver to notify the sender that an out-of-order data segment arrived. The sender usually views duplicate ACKs as an indication of network problems. For instance, duplicate ACKs are usually sent as a result of dropped segments, data segments re-ordered by the network, or replication of ACKs by the network. The sender remedies the situation by using a fast retransmit algorithm to detect packet loss. The sender’s algorithm waits for the arrival of three duplicate ACKs without any other interleaving packets, as the indicator of packet loss, and immediately retransmits the missing segment [36]. Similarly, partial ACKs signal packet loss to the sender, and cause the sender to retransmit “lost” packets [37]. This mechanism can be used by a defender to emulate packet loss and misordered packets to force retransmissions by the sender and disrupt the connection.

\textsuperscript{4}The FIN-WAIT period is the time an endpoint must wait for a TCP connection termination request from the remote end, or an acknowledgement by the remote end of a termination request issued by the endpoint [31].
2.3.2 Limitations of Tarpits

The usefulness of tarpits, like all honeypots, lies in their deceptive abilities, i.e., their ability to deceive an attacker into believing some fiction is true. However, sooner or later, if attackers look carefully for signs of deception, he or she will be able to detect signatures [38]. The stealthiness and undetectability of a tarpit are important characteristics key to the success of its functionality. Attackers are developing ways to detect tarpits and other honeypots in an effort to circumvent them. The existence of these detection tools, such as Degreaser [5] is the main motivation to improve the current state of tarpits, and will be further discussed in Section 2.4.1.

2.4 Related Work

2.4.1 Honeypot Detection

Attackers are developing new tools and techniques to detect the presence of tarpits and other honeypots, thereby avoiding these traps and making these tarpits useless.

Degreaser

Alt et al. developed Degreaser [5], a fingerprinting tool designed to scan a list of subnets and remotely detect tarpits based on tarpit-like signatures [5]. Alt et al.’s motivation for developing Degreaser stems from defensive security objectives. They empirically investigate how tarpits pollute network measurement studies, as well as note the negative impact that even small blocks of tarpit address spaces have on automated scanners. Thus they leverage the limitations of tarpits due to flaws in their deception, to develop heuristics for tarpit detection. Alt et al. focused on iptables TARPIT [39] plug-in and LaBrea in the development of Degreaser. They discovered two defining tarpit characteristics. The first is a small TCP window size where LaBrea typically advertises a default TCP window size of 10 bytes and iptables TARPIT plug-in returns a window size of 5 bytes. Both LaBrea and iptables TARPIT plug-in manipulate TCP flow control mechanisms to tarpit a remote host. Both tarpit applications either hold non-persistent or persistent connections. Degreaser looks for window sizes less than 20 bytes as the first indicator. The second characteristic is the lack of TCP options in TCP packets sent by both tarpits, which is fingerprinted by Degreaser. In addition to deploying degreaser against known, ground-truth tarpits, Alt et al. also perform
an Internet-wide scan to deduce the existence of tarpits in the wild. They discover 107 different subnets composed almost entirely of tarpit hosts or consisting of a combination of tarpit and real hosts. Their findings indicate that existing tarpit applications may be easy to detect and defeat [5].

**Service Exercising**

Mukkamala *et al.* discuss a technique called service exercising [40], that leverages the incomplete feature set of low interaction honeypots and TCP/IP fingerprinting techniques to identify honeypots in the wild. One technique described is timing analysis which uses a stream of ICMP echo requests to measure latency of packets. Their results show that timing analysis can clearly distinguish honeypots from real systems. In addition they isolate and test certain uncommon features or operations that low interaction honeypots may not have implemented in order to determine whether the system is a honeypot or a legitimate system [40].

### 2.4.2 Other Existing Tarpits

**Honeyd**

*Honeyd* is a virtual honeypot that offers a tarpit option among a slew of other services. It assumes the identity of any unused IP address to create a honeynet of hosts, with the goal of forwarding all traffic interacting with these unused IPs to the *Honeyd* honeypot [24]. This honeypot has the ability to emulate different services and operating systems, thereby providing a platform for an active response model used to analyze both non-automated and automated exploits [18]. *LaBrea* differs from *Honeyd* in that *LaBrea* is focused on thwarting an attacker’s reconnaissance, whereas *Honeyd* is used more like a traditional research honeypot and detection tool used to detect attacks and unauthorized activity [41]. Ruvalcaba claims that *LaBrea* and *Honeyd* are two different but complementary security tools that could be combined to create a tarpit-honeypot system, with *LaBrea* as the first line of defense and *Honeyd* as the tool for more in-depth analysis of the malware [18]. In addition, despite offering numerous services on top of the tarpitting functionality, *Honeyd*’s inherent statefulness limits its scalability [18]. *Greasy*’s design attempts to avoid this overhead.
SMTP Tarpit
The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Bulk Mailer tarpit targets the TCP port for SMTP and slows traffic by reducing the frame size of a packet to the bare minimum, simulating packet loss, and reducing the window size. The goal of this tarpit is to give the attacker the impression of a very slow server to discourage spam messages from coming through the network. Though this tarpit drastically reduces the transmission speed, it also has the disadvantage of increasing network traffic due to its protocol overheads [42].

In addition to TCP level SMTP tarpitting, other implementations take advantage of SMTP continuation lines to delay bulk mailers on the application level [43]. RFC 821 [44] states that SMTP reply messages longer than a single line must be broken up into a multi-line, (i.e., continuation lines), reply. The format is “<Reply Code>: -”. These application layer SMTP tarpits send lots of fake continuation lines, slowing down the bulk mailer connection. But they are not very effective. But these tarpits are not very effective because bulk mailers connect to multiple mail servers at a time, mail servers accept multiple emails in a single connection, and these tarpits are only able to delay one connection to a mail server at a time [43].

HTTP Tarpit
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) tarpits are used to prevent harvesters from collecting email addresses that are ultimately used in a spam mail attack. The goal is to create random webpages that contain random links, thereby increasing the total amount of webpages these harvesters have to comb through in order to collect legitimate email addresses. This will delay the malicious email acts of the adversary. Unlike the SMTP Bulk Mailer tarpit that protects a single mail server from spam, HTTP tarpits prevent spam more on the global scale since they actively prevent the harvester from moving onto other webpages to collect email addresses [43].
CHAPTER 3: Requirements and Design

This thesis focuses on accomplishing two main objectives. The first objective is to better obscure network tarpits from scanners such as Degreaser, while still retaining their tarpitting behavior. The second objective is to develop a tarpit application with a modular multi-threaded architecture that can be easily extended to handle other types of packets and protocols in the future, e.g., IPv6 and application-layer tarpitting capabilities further discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter discusses the design requirements, development, and implementation of a new network tarpit called Greasy.\(^5\)

3.1 Requirements

Based on the literature review and lessons learned from Degreaser we consider the following important areas to incorporate in the design of Greasy:

- Deterministic Randomness
- Maintaining Minimal State
- Balance of Costs

3.1.1 Deterministic Randomness

One area of importance is deterministic randomness, which introduces realistic varying behavior. Randomness plays a key role in protecting the deceptive quality of a tarpit because it prevents the tarpit from leaving behind footprints or signatures. However, from the perspective of a given adversary, the behavior should not appear random, but should present the consistent appearance of a realistic remote host – otherwise the random behavior itself becomes a signature of the deception in place. For instance, if two remote hosts communicate with the same tarpit, we want the tarpit host to return the same packet information.

\(^5\)Greasy is a new tarpit application developed in response to Alt et al.’s [5] findings, that combines several algorithms from LaBrea, new heuristics for random tarpitting behavior, and tarpit signature mitigation techniques in an effort to better obscure its detectability from Degreaser and other potential tarpit scanners.
(e.g., MAC address, TCP options, and available port numbers, among others) to the two remote hosts.

### 3.1.2 Maintaining Minimal State

Another key area is maintaining minimal state using low overhead hashing techniques to mimic state behavior without actually incurring state. Currently, the simplicity of existing tarpits is their statelessness, but implementing new tarpit heuristics may incure the cost of state, which may decrease tarpit performance due to large overheads (e.g., packet queuing congestion, increased time utilization, or exhausting memory). For this reason, we deploy SYN cookie-like [45] heuristics to minimize state maintenance in *Greasy*.

**Minimal State Using SYN Cookies**

SYN cookies [45] are used to combat resource exhaustion in the event of a SYN flood-based attack against a system. The cookie is a known public hash with a secret key, used to verify a TCP connection, and is composed of the timestamp, maximum segment size stored by the server, server IP address and port number, and client IP address and port number. Upon receipt of a SYN packet, the system generates the hash value and discards the SYN queue entry. This hash value is then sent as the initial sequence number in a TCP SYN+ACK packet during the TCP handshake. If the server receives a TCP ACK to this packet with an ACK value of the server’s hash plus one, then the server can verify that the connection is legitimate. By deploying the SYN cookie, the system does not need to maintain any state until the connection is verified, which minimizes the system’s burden of exhausting resources to remember half-open TCP handshakes [45]. We deploy a similar method throughout *Greasy*’s design that is further discussed in Section 3.3.

### 3.1.3 Balance of Costs

A third area of concern is balance of costs in our modifications. It is important to note that there exists a basic tension in our efforts to improve the network tarpitting capabilities in *Greasy* and decreasing its detectability. For instance, in order to mitigate the tarpit’s distinguishing window size signature, we will not solely change the window field to a larger size in order to evade detection. Doing so may allow normal data transfer to occur,
allowing more traffic to come onto the tarpit’s network, and negating the main functions of a tarpit. Another example is the notion of state, as discussed in Section 3.1.2. Performing these improvements on a new tarpit will impose a cost on the attacker as the attacker must increase his efforts of detecting tarpits and may suffer a greater loss of time and resources as a result of the increased stickiness of the tarpit. This may, however, also incur a cost on the defender as well due to the increased overhead (i.e., memory or time) required to deploy a more advanced tarpit.

3.2 Improvements
We focus our tarpit improvements on several key areas based on recommendations from Degreaser’s findings. Alt et al. [5] identify discriminating traffic characteristics of network tarpits deployed in their tarpit detection heuristics, as well as signatures that were interesting but proved unfeasible or unreliable for inclusion in Degreaser’s design; we incorporate improvements that combat signatures both utilized and not utilized in Degreaser’s heuristics. We divide the types of improvements into two main categories: improvements which are trivial to implement and should not affect the tarpit’s overall performance, and improvements which may cause an imbalance between tarpit performance and detection.

3.2.1 Light-Weight Enhancements
The following are improvements that will increase the difficulty for an attacker to fingerprint the tarpit without affecting its overall performance.

- Inclusion of TCP options
- MAC address generation
- Number of Open Ports
- Limiting the Number Responding IP addresses

Inclusion of TCP Options
The TCP options [46] are appended to the end of the TCP header and are used to introduce add-ons or additional features to enhance the TCP protocol. Some options include: Maximum Segment Size (MSS), Window Scale, Selective Acknowledgement (SACK), and
Timestamps. Degreaser identifies tarpit hosts by observing the lack of TCP options appended to the TCP header of packets sent by those hosts [5]. We mitigate this signature by appending a randomly determined set of TCP options to the end of the TCP header without added costs to tarpit performance. Greasy contains an array of five sets of TCP option combinations; each tarpit host is assigned a particular set of TCP options to append to the TCP header of packets they send using a custom hashing function as shown in (3.1).

\[
\text{index} = ((\text{targetIPaddr} \times 59) \oplus \text{targetPort}) \% 5 \quad (3.1)
\]

The function is a modified version of [47] used to hash a 5-tuple IP, port, and protocol numbers to identify flows. Our function uses the target IP address and port number from the incoming TCP packet, and an arbitrary prime number (i.e., 59 in our case [48])\(^6\) to create a random hash value. The hash value modulo 5 determines the index into the array of TCP option sets. By using this function, we always pair TCP packets from a particular tarpit host/port with the same set of TCP options without maintaining state and avoid the costs mentioned in Section 3.1.2. The TCP options combinations were determined based on documentation from p0f [49], a passive OS fingerprinting tool, as well as through examination of TCP packets on my LAN. We did not include SACK [50] as an option, as it would impede our goal of causing the remote end to retransmit the entire data segment vice small parts of the missing segments.

**MAC Address Generation**

The MAC address is a physical address assigned to network interfaces for most Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802 devices [51]. We focus on the universally\(^7\) administered 48-bit EUI-48 address\(^8\) [52]. Alt et al. [5] observed that LaBrea uses a hard-coded Layer-2 Ethernet MAC address (00:00:0f:ff:ff:ff) for all responses regardless of its

---

\(^6\)The prime number is used to produce a prime displacement hash function [48] that promotes uniqueness.

\(^7\)MAC addresses are either administered locally or universally. The first 3 octets in an universally administered MAC address indicate the identifier of the device manufacturer, or Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI) assigned by the IEEE Registration Authority (RA). Those 3 octets can be overwritten by a network administrator if the address is administered locally.

\(^8\)Of the three EUI-48 address schemes, we use the concatenation of a 24-bit OUI and a 24-bit extension identifier assigned by the organization that belongs to the OUI, which is the addressing scheme for OUIs of large companies [52].
physical network adapter address. However, Alt et al. did not include this signature as part of Degreaser’s heuristics because they focused on finding remotely identifiable tarpit characteristics, whereas the MAC address is only discernible inside the LAN containing the tarpit host [5]. We decide to improve upon this feature for completeness, since our concern lies with adversaries attached to the same LAN as Greasy, as well as those scanning remotely. The MAC address sent in the ARP reply and in other packets sent by Greasy is generated using a deterministically random method. The upper 3 OUI octets is one OUI out of an array of thirteen company OUIs. The thirteen OUIs represent identifiers from each of the top thirteen device manufacturers (e.g., Apple, Asus, Cisco, Microsoft, and HP, among others), which we determined based on information provided by the IEEE OUI website [53], as well as the number of OUIs allocated to each company. The index into this array is determined by taking the target IP address modulo 13, as shown in (3.2).

\[ \text{index} = \text{targetIPaddr} \% 13 \] (3.2)

The array of OUIs is listed in Table 3.1:

Table 3.1: The List of OUIs and Corresponding Index into Greasy’s Array of OUI Used to Generate the Upper 3 Octets of a Tarpit Host’s MAC Address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array Index</th>
<th>OUI</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0c:15:39</td>
<td>Apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>d8:50:e6</td>
<td>Asus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7c:69:f6</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a4:77:33</td>
<td>Google</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8c:dc:d4</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>98:be:94</td>
<td>IBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6c:a1:00</td>
<td>Intel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ec:3e:f7</td>
<td>Juniper Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2c:54:cf</td>
<td>LG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30:59:b7</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>00:14:4f</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1c:66:aa</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>fc:0f:e6</td>
<td>Sony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lower 3 octets represent the random 24-bit identifier assigned by the organization of the OUI. To create this 24-bit identifier, we first take the Message Digest 5 (MD5) [54] hash of
the target IP address that produces a 32 character string, and then use the upper 3 octets of this hash for the lower 3 octets in the MAC address of a particular tarpit host. In this way, all remote hosts that converse with the same tarpit host should see the same MAC address associated to the tarpit host. Although the OUI portion could potentially be a signature, it is only detectable to an adversary on the LAN. This feature is an improvement from LaBrea’s statically assigned MAC address 00:00:0f:ff:ff:ff, as it provides a more realistic MAC address.

**Number of Open Ports**

TCP has 65,535 possible open ports. Ports 0-1023 are well-known ports, 1024-49151 are registered ports, and 49152-65535 are private or ephemeral ports. Certain ports, such as those within the well-known ports range are open for long periods of time, but others are usually only expected to be open for a short amount of time. The EC-Council considers persistent ephemeral ports as suspicious open ports because ephemeral ports are usually only short-term ports. Any ephemeral port left open for extended periods of time is suspicious, and similarly, it is rare that real live hosts have all 65,535 ports open at the same time [55]. In their Internet-wide scan, Alt et al. [5] observe that many hosts answer all TCP ports, and infer that hosts that respond to all TCP ports is indicative of a tarpit behavior. They left this signature as a last resort to disambiguate samples of possible tarpit hosts and did not include this as part of Degreaser’s scanning heuristic because of the exponential (i.e., $2^{16}$) number of probes that would be required to scan for open ports for a single host. This would be especially costly if executed at the Internet scale [5]. We decided to mitigate this signature, nonetheless, because we want to ensure that all potential signatures are removed from the tarpit. Greasy contains an array of five different sets of open ports; each tarpit host is assigned a particular set of open ports using the same hashing function shown in (3.1) to determine the index number into the open ports array. Each set consists of seven to ten well-known ports [56]. Using this method, we are able mitigate this signature without maintaining any state.

---

9By default LaBrea has a list of always open ports, and also dynamically opens ports based on the amount of activity from incoming connections to a closed port [6]. The only way to turn off ports is by manually excluding ports in LaBrea’s configuration file. Results from Degreaser’s scan may indicate that many hosts running LaBrea do not have any excluded ports.
Limiting the Number of Responding IP Addresses

Alt et al. [5] initially considered high-occupancy subnets as an indicator of tarpit hosts [5]. Normally only a small fraction of address space is actually utilized by real hosts at any given time, particularly the larger subnets like /16s [57]. However, they determined that this was not a good selection criterion because many of the /24 subnets they investigated [58] actually belong to Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) and other web-hosting services that do have fully occupied subnets. We decide to implement improvements for this signature based on results from their Internet-wide scan using Degreaser. From their Internet-wide scan, Alt et al. [5] note their discovery of subnets completely full of fake tarpit IP addresses, as well as subnets composed of a mix of tarpitting and real IP hosts. For instance, around 50% of all /24 subnets are filled with 95% or greater of IP addresses that exhibit tarpit-like behavior, 60% of /22 and /23 subnets are composed of 95% or more tarpit hosts, and two of the /16 subnets are composed of more than 99% tarpit hosts [5]. Greasy subverts the high subnet occupancy trait by incorporating a method to configure the number of responsive IP addresses within a subnet to mitigate its detection in the wild. We provide the user with the flexibility of determining the percent of responsive IP addresses in the configuration file (Section 3.3.4). To determine if an IP address falls within the fraction of IP addresses that should respond, we first take the MD5 hash of the target IP address. We then take the lower 8 hexadecimal digits of the hash and divide this by the baseline hex value "0xffffffff" to determine a percentage value. If this value is less than or equal to the percentage value noted in the configuration file, then Greasy will capture this IP address. We chose to only keep the lower 8 hexadecimal digits of the hash rather than its entirety because we wanted to minimize the search space. This improvement does not add additional operating costs.

3.2.2 Improvements with Potential Impact to Performance

The following are improvements that may affect tarpit performance and detection.

- Random Legitimate Window Size
- Heuristic for Random Tarpitting Behavior
Random Legitimate Window Size

One of the distinguishing tarpit characteristics detected by Degreaser is a small TCP window size, i.e., 20 bytes or less. We attempt to mitigate this signature by implementing a configurable maximum TCP window size determined by the user. The configurable TCP window size is an attempt to thwart the small TCP window size signature by establishing a random legitimate window size. The maximum window size value is established by the user in the configuration file (Section 3.3.4), and the window size for a particular TCP packet is calculated by using rand() \% THROTTLE_SIZE, with the current time as the seed for rand() to create the pseudo-random number. We use a random window size as a opposed to choosing from a set of candidate window sizes because we want to mitigate any possible signatures that could be attributed to the window size. By implementing this improvement we do run the risk of Greasy receiving more network traffic than intended and experiencing network congestion. However, this is an important signature to mitigate in order to deceive Degreaser, and our hope is that the increased incoming traffic will cause only minimal congestion.

Heuristic for Random Tarpitting Behavior

In an effort to improve the effectiveness of the tarpit, we introduce the idea of random heuristics for tarpitting. Unlike LaBrea, which either executes in non-persistent or persistent modes, Greasy randomly executes non-persistent and persistent modes, as well as adds two more tarpitting options–duplicate ACK and partial ACK modes. The latter two are important tarpitting techniques that encourage the remote end to send retransmissions and keep the connection open, thereby creating the illusion of a legitimate but congested connection. LaBrea only allows one of the modes to execute at a given time. Persist mode is essential to tarpitting connections and delaying remote ends from attacking other more critical systems on the local network. However, the persistent zero TCP window size used in persist mode is too distinguishing of a trait and easily detected by scanning tools like Degreaser. For this reason we add additional tarpitting capabilities and randomize their usage to prevent adversaries from identifying a tarpitting fingerprint. The partial ACK and duplicate ACK modes, like the persistent mode [27], may carry traffic overhead, since Greasy will have to respond to the incoming packets to ensure the continuation of the connections. This will generate more traffic than just simply dropping packets in the non-
persistent mode. In addition, the duplicate ACK mode does maintain state, since it must remember the number of duplicate packets it has sent, as well as retain the same ACK value as those in the series of duplicate ACK packets sent. Despite these costs, we hope the improvements in the effectiveness of Greasy’s tarpitting capabilities and ability to deceive Degreaser will far outweigh costs in tarpit performance.

3.3 Design
Greasy performs three primary functions: dynamically determining unused IP addresses on the network, impersonating real hosts by responding to ICMP and TCP packets, and tarpitting TCP connections by holding the connections open and actively preventing data transfer. These three functionalities are partitioned among three packet handler class modules, which are critical components of Greasy’s overall modular design. We opted to build a modular tarpit application from the ground-up instead of building upon LaBrea’s open-source code because we wanted a platform that could easily extend the tarpitting functionality of the application to other types of packets or protocols in the future. Currently LaBrea’s code combines the handling of both TCP and ICMP packets into one large function with over 200 lines of code, making the code difficult to read and modify. In our design, we encapsulate the data representation and processing of different packet types as separate modules, which makes future extensions and modifications to Greasy’s code easier. We utilize LaBrea’s algorithms for dynamically capturing IP addresses, tarpitting TCP connections using non-persistent and persistent modes, and handling ICMP packets. Greasy’s modular design is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.1. Besides modularity, other notable features of Greasy’s design include its multi-threaded application to further modularize Greasy’s design by partitioning the different concerns of processing into separate tasks, and heuristics for deterministic random tarpit behavior, both of which will be further discussed in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Modular Design Overview
Greasy’s object oriented design partitions all functionalities among four new classes, a PriorityQueue template that orders packets in a queue by earliest arrival time in a First In First Out (FIFO) method, and Greasy’s main function, as shown in Figure 3.1. Greasy’s
main function contains an array of helper objects from the master class GreaseMonkey, whose job is to process the packets captured by the sniffer in main. The number of GreaseMonkey objects in the array is determined by the Standard Template Library (STL) function `std::thread::hardware_currency()`, which returns the approximate number of hardware thread contexts supported by the particular system on which Greasy is run. Each GreaseMonkey object in turn invokes one of the three handler classes to process the packet: ARP_Handler, ICMP_Handler, or TCP_Handler. In order to support the multi-threaded design, which will be discussed in Section 3.3.3 we implement a new mutex protected PriorityQueue template class. Greasy’s main function also calls the config_parser.cpp module to parse the configuration file (Section 3.3.4) and initialize variables and settings. But first, we discuss the features and algorithms of each packet handler class.

![UML Class Diagram of Greasy](image)

Figure 3.1: UML Class Diagram of Greasy. The black diamond signifies composition, or not-shared association, in which the class closest to the diamond has exclusive ownership over the classes at the other end of the arrow in a part-whole relationship. In the diagram GreaseMonkey contains the three packet handler classes. The numbers next to the PriorityQueue and GreaseMonkey objects indicate the number of instances of each object. The "1...*" next to the number indicates 1 or more instances of the object. The arrow from Greasy to the config_parser module represents a usage relationship, where Greasy uses functions from config_parser to parse the configuration file. The box on the far right are classes used by Greasy from the Libtins packet crafting library.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Dynamically Capturing IP Addresses

1: if Gratuitous ARP then
2:    Remove IP address from CAPTURED_IP list and add to REAL_IP list
3: end if
4: if ARP request then
5:    if Switched environment then
6:        Send mirrored ARP request
7:    end if
8:    if IP already captured then
9:        Send ARP reply immediately
10:   else if Soft_capture && (IP not in IP_IGNORE || REAL_IP lists) && IP is part of fraction of responsive subnet then
11:      if IP is entry in ARP_PENDING list then
12:         if Time val for entry is 0 then
13:            Reset val to current timestamp
14:         else if Max timeout reached then
15:            Reset val to 0
16:         else
17:            Capture IP and send ARP reply
18:         end if
19:      end if
20:   end if
21: end if
22: if ARP reply then
23:    Remove IP address from ARP_PENDING list and add to REAL_IP list
24: end if

3.3.2 Packet Handler Features and Algorithms

ARP_Handler
The ARP_Handler class module uses the following function to handle incoming ARP packets: void handle_ARP_req(ARP *arp_recv, EthernetII *eth_recv). This function takes as parameters pointers to the ARP and Ethernet layers of an incoming packet, extracts required packet information (e.g., source and destination IP addresses, and source MAC address) required to build ARP request or reply packets, and sends outgoing packets back to its GreaseMonkey instance to be placed on the send_q (Section 3.3.3).

The ARP_Handler uses LaBrea’s algorithm for dynamically capturing unused IP addresses
in the LAN to be used as tarpit hosts. Like LaBrea, Greasy also offers the option of hard capturing IP addresses, for which the user can indicate in the configuration file (Section 3.3.4) particular IP addresses or ranges of addresses to capture. The other option is to soft capture IP addresses, or capture them dynamically. Using LaBrea’s method for listening for consecutive unanswered ARP requests spaced several seconds apart (default is 3 seconds) before capturing the corresponding IP address, Greasy listens for unanswered ARP requests for a given IP address within a configurable time frame. If the ARP requests are unanswered after a minimum time value, Greasy will assume this IP is unused, capture
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for function: tarpit_opt(…)

1: Enter switch statement
2: if Partial ACK then
3: Store fraction of incoming payload as ACK value and return true
4: else if Persist then
5: Set window size to 0 and return true
6: else if Non-persist then
7: Drop packet and return false
8: else if Duplicate ACK then
9: if Duplicate_bit set to 0 then
10: Set bit to 1 and return false
11: else if Duplicate_ACK bit is set then
12: if Incoming packet sequence number > stored sequence number in entry then
13: Set ACK as stored sequence number value and increment duplicate_count
14: if Duplicate_count > 3 then
15: Reset duplicate_bit and duplicate_count to 0
16: end if
17: return true
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if

the IP address, and send an ARP reply to the requesting endpoint. The benefit of using time
versus simply counting the number of unanswered ARPs to dynamically determine unused
IP addresses is that it minimizes the chance of an adversary using this ARP reply behav-
ior to fingerprint Greasy. An adversary could potentially observe that a certain number
of unanswered ARP requests are followed by an ARP reply, which may seem suspicious.
By using a configurable time interval, the chance of recognizing Greasy’s ARP behavior is
minimized, which is why we opted to keep LaBrea’s time-based algorithm for determin-
ing unused IP addresses. If Greasy sees a gratuitous ARP request/reply for a captured IP
address, Greasy will release the IP and place it in the REAL_IP list. A gratuitous ARP
request/reply packet contains the source and destination IP address of the machine sending
the packet, and broadcast MAC address ff:ff:ff:ff:ff as the destination MAC address. It
is primarily used to notify other machines in the LAN of updates to other machines’ ARP
tables. For instance one of the applications for a gratuitous ARP request/reply is to update
the ARP tables of other local hosts so they know an IP interface or link has gone up; this
also notifies other hosts that a particular IP address is now in use, so as to prevent collisions in IP address usage [59]. *Greasy* uses the gratuitous ARP request/reply information to guarantee it does not continue to capture an IP address that is now occupied by a real host. *Greasy* also identifies live hosts by looking for ARP replies. In addition, *Greasy* will only capture the IP address if the IP address is part of the configured fraction of IP addresses that should respond in the subnet. In Section 3.2.1 we discussed how high occupancy subnets may be indicative of the existence of tarpit hosts. The method for determining whether an IP address should be captured based on the configured occupancy was discussed in Section 3.2.1. Algorithm 1 shows the ARP handler algorithm.

**TCP_Handler**

The TCP_Handler Class Module contains the heart of *Greasy*'s tarpitting functionality and is composed of the handler function and two helper functions:

- **void handle_TCP(TCP *tcp_recv, IP *ip_recv, EthernetII *eth_recv, RawPDU *raw_recv)**
- **bool build_TCP(TCP &myTCP, TCP *recvTCP, IP *recvIP, RawPDU *recvRaw)**
- **bool tarpit_opt(int switchNum, TCP *t_recv, TCP &my_t, TCP_tuple key, RawPDU *r_recv)**

The purpose for the TCP_Handler Class is to process all incoming TCP packets, and execute *Greasy*'s tarpitting functionality by utilizing heuristics for random tarpitting behavior, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. The following sections explain the roles of each function in the TCP_Handler Class.

**void handle_TCP(...)**: The purpose of this function is to check to make sure that the target IP address of the associated incoming TCP packet is either in the hard-captured or soft-captured IP lists. If so, it then checks to see if the target port of interest is open on the particular tarpit host IP address (Section 3.2.1). The function then invokes the helper function **bool build_TCP(TCP &myTCP, TCP *recvTCP, IP *recvIP, RawPDU *recvRaw)** to construct a TCP packet and determine whether that TCP packet should be sent to the GreaseMonkey instance to be added to the send_q (Section 3.3.3). This function takes as parameters pointers to various layers of the incoming packet (i.e., TCP, IP, Ethernet, and
Raw payload) to extract required information to construct a TCP packet. The algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2.

**bool build_TCP(...) :** This helper function (Algorithm 3) constructs a TCP packet in response to particular flags set in the incoming TCP packet, and randomly chooses one of the four tarpitting behaviors to execute. *Greasy* responds to TCP packets as follows:

- *Greasy* does not respond to TCP packets with Reset (RST), FIN, or FIN+ACK flags set. FIN or FIN+ACK packets are an indication that the remote end is attempting to end the established connection. Because we want *Greasy* to hold that connection for as long as possible, we ignore their packet, and instead allow the connection to end after the timeout.
- *Greasy* sends a SYN+ACK packet in response to an incoming SYN packet.
- *Greasy* sends a RST packet to incoming SYN+ACK packets. *Greasy* does not send SYN packets to establish a TCP connection to any endpoint, so this is not a legitimate packet.
- *Greasy* may send an ACK packet in response to incoming ACK packets depending on the particular tarpit behavior chosen. The helper function `bool tarpit_opt(int switchNum, TCP *t_recv, TCP &my_t, TCP_tuple key, RawPDU *r_recv)` generates the particular tarpit mode behavior and finishes preparing TCP packets, if applicable, for delivery.

In addition, the function generates an Initial Sequence Number (ISN) to be used in the SYN+ACK packet (i.e., the second packet in a TCP handshake) that will also be used as a stateless session identifier to verify that incoming ACK packets have already established a TCP handshake for a particular session. This works in much the same way as the SYN cookie (Section 3.1.2). We generate the ISN by using a custom hash modified from this example [47] to create a deterministically random 32-bit value (see (3.3)). All subsequent ACK packets with an established TCP handshake should have an ACK value of the ISN + 1.\(^\text{10}\) By using this method, *Greasy* can verify the legitimacy of TCP ACK packets without

---

\(^\text{10}\) The ACK value of the third packet in a TCP handshake is the sequence number from the SYN+ACK packet incremented by 1. Because *Greasy* never sends any payload, any subsequent ACK packets received during the TCP session should have the value of the ISN + 1.
having to store this information.

\[ ((\text{senderIP} \times 59) \oplus \text{targetIP} \oplus (\text{senderPort} \ll 16) \oplus \text{targetPort} \oplus 0x62EA5E) \quad (3.3) \]

One additional point to make is that state is maintained in order to execute the duplicate ACK tarpitting behavior, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. After verifying an ACK packet using the ISN Greasy adds an entry for the session using source and destination IP addresses and port numbers. The tuple value for the entry will be used by the helper function \texttt{bool tarpit\_opt(\_\_)} to determine how to process the duplicate ACK tarpitting behavior. This tuple contains information for the sequence number of the last ACK packet received, the duplicate\_bit, and the duplicate\_count value. If the duplicate\_bit is set to 1, then this \texttt{build\_TCP(\_\_)} function will choose the duplicate ACK tarpitting behavior in lieu of choosing a tarpit mode randomly. Otherwise if this is 0, then this function will choose a tarpitting mode at random.

The function \texttt{build\_TCP(\_\_)} takes as parameters pointers to various layers of the incoming packet (i.e., TCP, IP, and Raw payload) to extract required information for the construction of the TCP packet, and a reference to the TCP packet constructed in the \texttt{handle\_TCP(\_\_)} function. \texttt{build\_TCP(\_\_)} returns either true or false to tell \texttt{handle\_TCP(\_\_)} whether to send the constructed TCP packet. The algorithm for this function is depicted in Algorithm 3.

\texttt{bool tarpit\_opt(\_\_)} : The purpose of this helper function is to generate the specific tarpitting behavior as chosen by the \texttt{build\_TCP(\_\_)} function, and returning either true or false to the \texttt{build\_TCP(\_\_)} function, and subsequently the \texttt{handle\_TCP(\_\_)} function to indicate whether or not to send the constructed TCP packet to the \texttt{GreaseMonkey} instance. The four tarpitting behaviors, implemented as case statements, are:

- Partial ACK mode
- Persistent mode
- Non-persistent mode
- Duplicate ACK mode

The partial ACK mode is generated by taking the size of the raw payload of the incoming ACK packet and dividing that size using a denominator value chosen at random using
rand() from a static set of values (i.e., ranges from 3 to 8). The resultant value is then added to the incoming ACK packet’s sequence number and stored as the ACK value of Greasy’s constructed TCP packet. It returns true.

The persist mode is generated by setting the receive window of the constructed TCP packet to zero and returns true. The non-persistent mode is achieved by not responding to the incoming ACK packet and returning false.

The duplicate ACK mode first checks the duplicate_bit stored in the tuple value of the TCP session entry. If the bit is 0, then Greasy sets the bit to 1, drops the packet, and returns false, forcing the remote end to retransmit the packet. The purpose for dropping the packet at this step is just to encourage more retransmissions from the remote end. Greasy begins sending duplicate ACK packets the next time it receives an ACK packet. If the bit is set to 1, then Greasy checks to make sure the stored sequence number for the TCP session is less than or equal to the sequence number of current incoming ACK packet to ensure Greasy does not ACK a value larger than the current sequence number. If it is, then Greasy sets the ACK value for the constructed TCP packet using the stored sequence number, increments the duplicate_count value by 1, and returns true. This mode will send a duplicate ACK packet two additional times for a total of 3 duplicate ACK packets to mimic the behavior of out-of-order packets sent by the remote end. After the third duplicate ACK packet is sent, Greasy sets the duplicate_bit and duplicate_count values to 0.

The tarpit_opt(...) takes as parameters the case statement number that indicates the tar-pitting mode chosen, pointers to the TCP and Raw payload layers of the incoming packet, the TCP session entry key to access the tuple data, and a reference to Greasy’s constructed TCP packet. The algorithm is depicted here Algorithm 4.

**ICMP_Handler**

The ICMP_Handler impersonates a real host by sending ICMP [60] echo replies to remote hosts. The handler first checks to see if the target IP of the incoming ICMP request is captured. If it is, then the handler will send an echo reply. The goal for handling ICMP echo requests is to create the illusion of live hosts, as adversaries typically use ICMP pings to quickly establish a list of active hosts on a network during their information gathering
phase. There is no tarpit signature associated with ICMP packet handling, and we do not expect to see Greasy perform any differently than LaBrea since Greasy uses LaBrea’s algorithm for handling ICMP packets.

3.3.3 Multi-threaded Application Design
The multi-threaded aspect of Greasy was designed and implemented by Professor Justin Rohrer. The purpose for including a multi-threaded component to Greasy is two-fold. The first objective is to parallelize tasks in order to handle the potentially large capacity of incoming network traffic to produce a highly scalable application. The second objective is to further modularize Greasy’s design by partitioning the different processing concerns into separate tasks. Greasy’s multi-threaded design consists of five or more threads, as seen in Figure 3.2. Greasy contains a main thread, whose primary responsibility is to perform all of Greasy’s program initializations as well as wait for other threads to finish in order to exit safely and cleanly. Greasy contains two other threads: sniff_thread and fs_thread. The purpose for the sniff_thread is to execute the sniffer in order to monitor the network, filter traffic by packet type, and place the packets onto the mutex protected priority queue called pdu_q. The fs_thread, also called frame_send thread, takes packets off the PriorityQueue, send_q, and send those packets off to the network. Each GreaseMonkey worker instance has a thread whose job is to remove a packet from pdu_q, process the packet using one of the three packet handlers discussed in Section 3.3.1, and place the packet to send in response to the processed packet (if applicable) onto send_q. There is also a thread for Easylogging++, a library package used for logging that is further discussed in Section 3.4. This thread is used by all the other classes for logging statements.

3.3.4 Configuration File and Parser
Greasy includes a configuration file that provides the user the flexibility to choose initialization and operational settings. The configuration file is partitioned into three main areas: initialization, IP capture settings, and tarpit behavior settings. Initialization settings include:

- Specification of the device interface for Greasy’s sniffer
- Manual specification of the IP address and subnet for a non-configured interface
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- And the option to ignore an initial ARP used before the start of the program in order to determine live hosts and exclude them from being tarpitted.

The IP capture settings include:

- Indication of a switched environment
- Specification of IP addresses to hard-capture and the option of specifying a particular fraction of the subnet to capture
- Specification of IP addresses to exclude from capture
- Setting the soft capture option and choosing a particular fraction of the subnet to capture
- Setting the maximum and minimum values for the ARP handler as explained in Section 3.3.2

---

A switched environment prevents *Greasy* from seeing potential ARP replies in response to ARP requests because the packet frame is sent directly to the port of the requesting host instead of being broadcast to all ports on a device.
The following configuration settings are available for tarpit behavior:

- Setting the maximum receive window size as discussed in Section 3.2.2
- Specifying Greasy listen to all ports. This setting is available but highly discouraged as described in Section 3.2.1.

### 3.4 Implementation

Greasy is written in native C++ and uses STLs. A large bulk of the program calls classes and functions from the Libtins packet crafting library [61]. The Libtins classes used by Greasy include: AddressRange, ARP, EthernetII, IP, ICMP, NetworkInterface, PacketSender, RawPDU, Sniffer, SnifferConfiguration, TCP, and Timestamp. We chose to use this particular packet crafting library because it is C++ compatible, IPv4 and IPv6 enabled, and cross-platform, which is useful for when we extend Greasy to be used on Windows and other operating system platforms. We also used Libconfig [62] for configuration management, Easylogging++ [63] for its light-weight, robust, and performance logging capabilities for C++11 or higher, and POSIX threads (also known as pthreads) [64] for standardized C++ language threading programming interface. The development platform was a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 virtual machine.
CHAPTER 4:
Experiments and Results

We conducted several experiments using a select set of metrics to measure the impact of implementing new tarpitting capabilities and other improvements in Greasy, particularly in the areas of deception and tarpitting performance. This chapter describes the chosen metrics, experimental set-up and design, and analysis of the results.

4.1 Metrics
We chose three metrics to evaluate Greasy’s deceptiveness and tarpitting ability compared to that of an existing tarpit application, LaBrea. The metrics included are:

- Effectiveness Against Degreaser
- Degree of Stickiness
- Packet Latency

Other metrics examined but not used in our evaluation of Greasy’s improvements include CPU utilization, memory consumption, and reliability. These metrics are useful in evaluating overall tool performance, but are out of the scope of this thesis, since we focus our attention on measuring one particular aspect of Greasy’s performance (i.e., tarpitting performance). Our chosen metrics are directed at measuring Greasy’s tarpitting improvements.

4.1.1 Effectiveness Against Degreaser
One of the main objectives for this thesis is to better obscure network tarpits from tarpit scanners like Degreaser. This metric measures the number of tarpit hosts versus real hosts identified in a given subnet. Degreaser scans a subnet or list of subnets and classifies each responding IP address as unresponsive, a tarpit, or a real host. Depending on the particular tarpit-like behavior observed from incoming TCP SYN+ACK and ACK packets, Degreaser further classifies the IP as a particular type of tarpit (e.g., LaBrea persistent or non-persistent, iptables tarpit or iptables delude, or unknown) [5]. We use LaBrea as our
control, and run Degreaser on both LaBrea and Greasy tarpit hosts. We expect Degreaser to classify the large majority of Greasy tarpit hosts as real hosts, since we mitigate tarpit signatures (i.e., small TCP window size and lack of TCP options) that Degreaser uses to identify tarpits.

4.1.2 Degree of stickiness

We also want to measure the effectiveness of Greasy’s tarpitting capability (i.e., its stickiness, or ability to hold onto a connection for longer periods of time). We further break this category into two sub-metrics:

1. Number of Packets Transferred
2. Duration of Tarpit Connections

Number of Packets Generated

We claim that the number of packets transferred during a tarpitted connection between a tarpit and remote host within a given timeframe may be indicative of the tarpit’s ability to keep a remote host engaged and the connection open (i.e., an indication of the stickiness of the connection). For instance, a remote end engaged in a connection with a tarpit host may end up expending time and bandwidth resources to send large amounts of packet retransmissions or zero window probes to hold the connection open. However, there is also the possibility that the remote end may consume resources, like memory, to hold a connection open without sending or receiving traffic. We use this metric to help us correlate the number of packets transmitted in a tarpitted connection and Greasy’s ability to hold a sticky connection.

We measure this metric by calculating the number of packets both sent and received by a tarpit in a given connection. We define traffic going from one endpoint to another endpoint in a connection as a flow identified by a 5-tuple identifier: source IP address, destination IP address, source port number, destination number, and protocol. For instance, traffic from host A to host B is considered a flow with a 5-tuple identifier, and traffic from host B to host A is considered another flow with a different 5-tuple identifier. We infer which two endpoints are associated in a particular tarpitted connection by their respective 5-tuple identifiers. A flow may expire if it receives a FIN+ACK packet, RST packet, or sees a SYN
or SYN+ACK for the establishment of a new TCP handshake [65]. We restart the counters for the number of packets sent and received by a tarpit when a TCP SYN+ACK packet is observed in a tarpit flow, indicating the start of a new tarpit connection between the tarpit and the same remote end.

**Duration per Connection**
The length of time, in seconds, that a tarpitted connection remains open is also indicative of the stickiness of the tarpit. Our intuition is that the longer the tarpit can hold a connection with the remote host, the more effective a tarpit is at exhausting the remote host’s time, bandwidth, and memory in keeping the connection open, as well as delay the remote host from scanning elsewhere. We measure this metric by using packet timestamps found in a packet capture to calculate the duration for a given tarpitted connection. Using the 5-tuple identifier, we infer the two endpoints associated with a particular tarpitted connection and calculate the total time of the connection. The counter for the duration of a given tarpitted connection restarts when a TCP SYN+ACK packet is observed in the flow from the tarpit.

### 4.1.3 Packet Latency
We also want to measure performance advantages or disadvantages of *Greasy* compared to *LaBrea* using our packet latency metric. Specifically, this metric measures the amount of overhead in packet handling (if any) *Greasy* incurs as observed through one aspect of end-to-end latency. We claim that *Greasy* may be more detectable if an adversary observes a noticeable packet latency. End-to-end latency is a function of transmission, propagation, queuing and processing delays [66]. Thus, we may see a wide variety of observed Round Trip Time (RTT) results on the Internet from any given vantage point. Transmission propagation and queuing delays are affected by packet length, link throughput, and link distance, among other factors, and may be constant values. Processing delay is implementation specific, and in our case, a potentially variable value. Our goal is to obtain a baseline RTT measurement for a particular network, and observe whether RTT values deviate from the expected RTT range. Deviation may be attributable to extra processing delay by the tarpit application, or perhaps another latency factor, such as queuing delay. We do expect that RTT measurements between two IP addresses on the same subnetwork will not have
a statistical difference between their delay distributions because latencies caused by propagation and transmission delays, for example, should be minimized due to a shorter link distance. Thus we include a vantage point on the subnetwork to mitigate or minimize the effects of some end-to-end latencies.

We use a modified version of Trabelsi et al.’s RTT detection technique to measure this metric [67]. In their work, Trabelsi et al. use this technique for the detection of sniffers on the LAN. Using the RTT of ICMP [68] packets and a statistical model (z-statistic [69]) and hypothesis testing they were able to distinguish between hosts in normal mode and those in promiscuous mode [70] (i.e., sniffing mode). This technique is used for our packet latency metric because both LaBrea and Greasy use sniffers that monitor the network promiscuously to capture packets. We first gather training data (i.e., RTT measurements from ICMP packets sent to a control subnet with real hosts), then gather RTT measurements from both Greasy and LaBrea subnets. Using this data we compute RTT averages, standard deviations, and percent of change from the training data. To determine whether the RTT samples of Greasy and LaBrea are distinguishable from that of the control, we use hypothesis testing. Our null hypothesis is that the tarpit sample and control population are the same population, and our alternative hypothesis is that they represent different populations. We then calculate the z-statistics for both Greasy and LaBrea using (4.1).

\[ z = \frac{M - \mu}{SE} \]  

(4.1)

M is the sample tarpit mean, \( \mu \) is the control mean, and SE is the standard error unit. This \( z \)-value indicates the number of standard deviations the average RTT value of the tarpit is from the average RTT value of the control. SE is defined in (4.2):

\[ SE = \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}} \]  

(4.2)

\(^{12}\)ICMP offers a system-level feedback communication mechanism independent of the host, and as such ICMP delays are generally decoupled from a host’s processing load. In fact, many ICMP packets are directly processed and sent on the Network Interface Card (NIC) [68]. ICMP packets make excellent candidates for packet latency measurements because their processing delays are typically independent of the host’s load.
where $\sigma$ is the control standard deviation, and $n$ is the sample tarpit count. We use a two-tailed test [69] to capture extreme $z$-values, and use the critical values 2.58 and -2.58 to give us a 99% confidence level whether to reject or accept the null hypothesis. If the calculated $z$-statistic is greater than or equal to 2.58 or less than or equal to -2.58, we can then reject the null hypothesis with 99% confidence. We expect Greasy to have some packet latency due to packet handling functions and implementation of the Libtins sniffer. The Libtins sniffer is implemented in kernel-space, and handles all the input and output actions for packets captured or sent by the sniffer. The sniffer may experience delays due to kernel processing or the underlying mechanism the Libtins sniffer may interact with the kernel. The rest of the packet parsing/processing and packet crafting utilities for Greasy are implemented in user space, which may also be the source of packet latency due to specific function implementations, as well as delays due to transferring packets and control between kernel and user space.

### 4.2 Experimental Setup

#### 4.2.1 Platform

We deployed Greasy and LaBrea on a FreeBSD 10.2-RELEASE-p7 i386 platform located on an East Coast US network with access to a /17 network telescope [71].

Figure 4.1 shows the set-up of both Greasy and LaBrea tarpit applications on the Internet-facing network telescope. Each tarpit application occupies a /24 subnet on the telescope’s /17 subnet. In the figure, the arrow shows traffic coming into the network telescope from the Internet. The ellipses on either side of the /24 subnets indicate other /24 subnets that are on the /17 subnet. We wanted to deploy Greasy and LaBrea on two adjacent /24 subnets, however the amount of incoming traffic to each /24 subnet was a factor we could not control. In order to decrease the amount of variability in our results due to traffic load variance, we monitored network traffic on the /17 IP space using tcpdump [72], a command-line packet analyzer, for one month in October 2015 in order to determine which two adjacent /24 subnets received similar amounts of traffic. For the most part, the majority of /24 subnets

---

13Network telescopes utilize unused IP address space for monitoring activity on the Internet at large. For instance, they can passively collect incoming traffic, or “backscatter” from a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack [71].
Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup for *Greasy* and *LaBrea*24 Subnets on the /17 Network Telescope

received around 200,000 packets daily, or approximately 2.3 packets per second. Figure 4.2 is a snapshot of one day’s worth of incoming network traffic that was seen in our daily measurements throughout October. There was one subnet in particular that was an
outlier for all packet captures, receiving as many as 800,000 packets per day (9.3 packets per second). This result is attributed to large amounts of ICMP ping scans and TCP SYN scans to one particular IP address. Other subnets also experienced scanning from the same IP addresses but nowhere near as large a scanning volume. Since the majority of the subnets received similar amounts of traffic, we arbitrarily chose to run Greasy and LaBrea on two adjacent anonymized /24 subnets.

Figure 4.2: Number of Packets Received Per /24 Subnet of the /17 Subnet on 10/27/15. This is just a snapshot of daily traffic seen in October.
4.2.2 Procedures

Degreaser Experiment

We ran Degreaser on a CentOS Linux release 7.2.1511 machine located at Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). The Degreaser program takes as inputs the target subnets and network device interface used to capture packets, and outputs results as specified in Section 4.1.1.

Stickiness Experiment

To measure the stickiness of the tarpits, we conducted the following procedures for the experiments:

- Configured Greasy to capture 100% of the IP addresses in its /24 subnet. (LaBrea captures 100% of the IP addresses by default).
- Configured both LaBrea and Greasy to hard-capture IP addresses, rather than capture IPs dynamically in order to create a more controlled experiment environment.
- Ran Greasy and LaBrea on their respective /24 subnets for 28 days total:
  - 14 days with LaBrea configured to tarpit connections in non-persistent mode
  - 14 days with LaBrea configured to tarpit in persistent mode
- Collected network traffic using the tcpdump utility, and filtered packet capture files to isolate packets from Greasy and LaBrea hosts.
-Parsed packet capture files to obtain measurement parameters as noted in Section 4.1.2, and calculated Greasy’s degree of stickiness compared to that of LaBrea.

In addition, because both /24 subnets may receive variable amounts of traffic, we ran Greasy, LaBrea in persistent mode, and LaBrea in non-persistent mode each for 24-hours and collected network traffic using tcpdump to obtain data for our degree of stickiness experiments.

We also checked for possible outages by making sure that the programs were still running on the FreeBSD machine everyday and that there was traffic coming from the two /24 subnetworks. We checked the latter by reviewing the packet capture files. There were no outages observed for the 28 days.
Packet Latency Experiment
Packet RTTs may be altered by distance (i.e., the number of intermediate devices the packet must travel through to get from point A to point B) and network congestion, among other factors. The machine running both Greasy and LaBrea is located in Massachusetts, whereas we are located in California, so our RTT results may be skewed by distance and network interference. Our control /24 anonymized subnet is also located in Massachusetts. To get a more accurate picture of packet latency, we used three different vantage points to ping Greasy and LaBrea hosts: a Mac OS X Version 10.10.5 machine on a home residential network in California, the CentOS Linux release 7.2.1511 machine at NPS, and the FreeBSD 10.2-RELEASE-p7 machine on the telescope. We sent three pings to each host in each subnet (i.e., subnets with LaBrea, Greasy, and real hosts), and calculated the average RTTs, standard deviations, percent of change compared to our control sample, and z-values for both Greasy and LaBrea. 254 hosts were up on both Greasy’s and LaBrea’s subnets and only 14 hosts were up on the control subnet. We sent a total of 762 pings to LaBrea and Greasy’s subnets, and 42 pings to the control subnet. We did not experience any packet loss when pinging from the local East Coast vantage point, which was expected since it was on the same subnetwork as the three subnets. We did experience some packet loss from both our NPS and residential vantage points, around 3-5 packets out of 762 pings to each subnet, but that did not affect our overall results because of the large amount of RTT measurement data we obtained and because we ran this experiment three times to verify our results.

4.3 Results and Analysis
The following section details the results of our experiments, and analyses of Greasy’s deceptiveness, degree of stickiness, and measure of packet latency overhead.

4.3.1 Experiment: Deceptiveness
As shown in Table 4.1 Degreaser classified 100% of LaBrea’s hosts as tarpits, whereas Degreaser was only able to classify 2.8% of Greasy’s hosts as tarpits. Degreaser classified all hosts without TCP options and/or a window size smaller than 20 bytes as a tarpit. The 2.8% of Greasy’s hosts were identified as LaBrea tarpits because they exhibited window sizes of 0 bytes when they executed the persistent mode tarpit behavior. We cannot use
persist mode with a window greater than 0 bytes because persist mode is required to have a 0 window. One way to mitigate this detection might be to decrease the number of times persist mode is chosen for Greasy’s random tarpitting behavior, or eliminate this tarpitting behavior entirely. However, persist mode proves to be quite effective at tarpitting a connection, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.2, so we definitely still want to keep persist mode as a tarpitting option. Despite the small percent of identified tarpits, our results show that Greasy successfully deceived Degreaser by implementing randomized tarpit behavior and adding TCP options. We expected this outcome because previously tarpit signatures were trivial to detect. However, in addition to mitigating these signatures, we further improve tarpitting features and raise the cost for adversaries to detect Greasy.

Table 4.1: Number of Real Hosts versus Tarpit Hosts Identified by Degreaser

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>LaBrea</th>
<th>Greasy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Real Hosts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tarpit Hosts</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 Experiment: Degree of Stickiness

We collected two sets of data to measure Greasy’s degree of stickiness compared to LaBrea: 14 days of network traffic with LaBrea running in non-persist mode only and 14 days of network traffic with LaBrea running in persist mode only. Greasy’s configurations did not change throughout the 28 days. Because the speed of network scanning occurs on the order of seconds [73], we measured the degree of stickiness for both tarpits at the hour-level of granularity and binned all results into one-hour intervals. We also noticed that much of the network traffic observed from our packet captures are TCP half-open scans, in which the remote end sends a TCP SYN packet, Greasy responds with a TCP SYN+ACK packet, and the remote end does not send another ACK to complete the handshake. Because we wanted to make sure these scans did not skew our data analysis, we created two sets of data for both 14-day periods. One set is comprised of both TCP half open scan traffic and TCP traffic with an established handshake (which we subsequently refer to as total flows in following discussions), and the other set only has TCP traffic with an established handshake (which we refer to as handshake flows).

Using the 5-tuple identifier as a key in a dictionary, we keep count of the number of packets
sent by each flow. Everytime the tarpit sends a SYN+ACK packet to establish a new TCP
handshake, we store the previous value for number of packets sent by the flow and restart
the counter. We then plot these values as boxplots and Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) plots to get the overall distribution of packets within each hour bin.

In general we noticed that values returned from the data set comprised of total flows con-
sisted of mean and median values 50% less than those from the data set comprised of
handshake flows only. We include the boxplots and CDF plots from our total flows data set
as reference but only mention results that come from the data set with handshake flows in
following discussions. Because our goal is to measure the stickiness of the tarpitted con-
nection, and tarpitting heuristics only begin after the establishment of a TCP handshake,
we want to make sure we tailor our analyses to the tarpitting portion of the connection,
rather than refer to data skewed by incomplete TCP handshakes.

Figure 4.3 shows the boxplots for packets sent per flow for Greasy compared to LaBrea in
non-persist mode during the first 14 days. The distribution of the number of packet sent
by Greasy ranges from 1 to 22,261 packets. The median range among the hour bins is
1 to 6 packets, with a mean of 13.6 packets sent per flow. Most of Greasy’s values lie
below 2,500 packets per flow. The major outlier is the the flow with 22,261 packets. This
value may be attributed to the duplicate ACK tarpitting behavior that requires the tarpit
to send 3 duplicate ACK packets to the remote end to force the remote end to perform a
packet retransmission. LaBrea has a distribution and median range of 1 packet per flow
across all hour bins, and a mean of 1 packet per flow. This is expected because LaBrea
non-persist only sends a TCP SYN+ACK in response to an incoming SYN and drops all
other packets. Figure 4.4 is a CDF plot of the same results.
Figure 4.3: Boxplot of Packets Sent per Flow (Greasy versus LaBrea Non-Persist)

Figure 4.4: CDF of Packets Sent per Flow (Greasy versus LaBrea Non-Persist)
Figure 4.5 shows the packets received per flow for Greasy compared to LaBrea in non-persist mode. The distribution of packets received by LaBrea ranges from 1 to 51 packets per flow, while the median range among the hour bins is 2 to 10 packets per flow, and a mean of 2.7 packets per flow. The distribution for Greasy’s plots range from 1 to 22,261 packets per flow with a median range of 1 to 2 packets per flow and an average 12.6 packets per flows. Figure 4.6 represents the packet distribution as a CDF.

Based on our results, LaBrea in non-persist mode receives more packets than it sends, which is expected since LaBrea only sends 1 packet per flow. Greasy’s overall distribution of packets per flow, median values and mean values are similar for both packets sent and received by Greasy. This may indicate that Greasy sends as many packets as it receives to keep the remote end engaged in the tarpitted connection. The distribution range of packets received per flow for Greasy is larger than that for LaBrea in non-persist mode. Greasy’s plots have greater outliers and variability in results compared to LaBrea in non-persist mode. However, Greasy’s median ranges for packets received are slightly less than those for LaBrea. One explanation for this is that Greasy experienced many connections that end immediately after the TCP handshake is established, which is characteristic of some TCP SYN scans initiated by the remote end. The averages for the number of packets sent and received by Greasy are larger than those values for LaBrea, by about 300%.
Figure 4.5: Boxplot of Packets Received per Flow (Greasy versus LaBrea Non-Persist)

Figure 4.6: CDF of Packets Received per Flow (Greasy versus LaBrea Non-Persist)
Figure 4.7 shows packets sent per flow from LaBrea in persist mode versus Greasy. The distribution of packets sent for LaBrea ranges from 1 to 6,062 packets per flow, with a median range of 1 to 60 packets among the hour bins, and an average of 38.4 packets sent per flow. The distribution of packets for Greasy ranges from 1 to 4,572 packets per flow, with a median range of 1 to 7 packets among all hour bins and an average of 5.2 packets sent per flow. The CDF plot in Figure 4.8 for total flows shows that the plots for LaBrea in persist mode sends on average of 33.2 more packets in compared to Greasy.
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.10 show the distribution of packets received by *Greasy* compared to *LaBrea* in persist mode. *LaBrea*’s packet distribution ranges from 1 to 6,062 packets per flow, with a median range of 2 to 60 packets per flow and an average of 38.4 packets per flow. *Greasy*’s packet distribution ranges from 1 to 4,565 packets per flow for *handshake flows* and 1 to 5,099 packets per flow for *total flows*. The median range *Greasy* is 1 to 2 packets per flow, with a mean value of 5.1 packets per flow.

The median ranges for packets received by *LaBrea* in persist mode are larger than those for *Greasy*. *LaBrea* has a cluster of values close to 6,000 packets across a number of hour bins for both plots for packets received and packets sent per flow. The plots show that *LaBrea* in persist mode sent and received on average 33 more packets than *Greasy*, which may be an indication that *LaBrea* holds a longer tarpit connection. It is important to note that the particular mean and median scores are completely dependent on the amount of traffic coming into subnetworks. During the first 14 days, *Greasy* had an average of 12 to 13 packets sent and received per flow. However, during the latter 14 days, *Greasy* only had an average of around 5 packets sent and received per flow. So although *LaBrea* outperformed *Greasy* by an average of 33 packets per flow, or 6 times that of *Greasy*, this magnitude of difference is not fixed. *LaBrea* in persist mode may have more packets transmitted per flow due to a longer connection duration.
Figure 4.9: Boxplot of Packets Received per Flow (Greasy versus LaBrea Persist)

Figure 4.10: CDF of Packets Received per Flow (Greasy versus LaBrea Persist)
Next we analyze the duration per connection by using the 5-tuple identifier and identifying associated endpoints involved in a tarpitted connection to compute the duration per connection. Everytime the tarpit sends a SYN+ACK packet to establish a new TCP handshake, we store the previous value for the number of seconds per connection and restart the counter. We then plot these values as boxplots and CDF plots to get the overall distribution of duration values within each hour-bin. Similar to the results from number of packets sent and received per flow, we observe that data sets with total flows do tend to skew the data analyses by lowering median and mean values, compared to the data set composed only of flows from connections with TCP established handshakes.

*Greasy*’s duration distribution ranges from 0 to 3,600 seconds per connection. The median range is 0 to 99 seconds per connection, with an average of 61.3 seconds per connection. The duration distribution for *LaBrea* in non-persist mode ranges from 0 to 2,056 seconds per connection, with a median range of 0 to 117 seconds per connection, and a mean of 7.1 seconds per connection. Although the maximum median value for *LaBrea* in non-persist mode is approximately 18 seconds greater than *Greasy*’s mean values, *Greasy*’s average duration is around 54 seconds greater than *LaBrea*’s average duration. Because *LaBrea* in non-persist mode only sends one packet (i.e., the second packet in the TCP conversation) the duration per connection is dependent on the amount of time spaced between retransmission packets and the quantity of retransmitted packets. Figure 4.11 shows that the majority of *LaBrea*’s duration outliers are approximately 150 seconds per connection and below, with sparsely scattered values in the 2,000 seconds range. *Greasy*, on the other hand, has duration outliers around 250 seconds per connection as well as a large number of duration values in the 3,500 seconds range. Figure 4.12 shows these results as a CDF plot. *Greasy* has a longer duration per connection compared to *LaBrea* in non-persist mode because *LaBrea* drops all packets after the initial TCP handshake, so the connection eventually times out on the remote end after a number of retransmission attempts. We expect *Greasy* to have a longer duration per connection because of its random tarpitting behavior that does not simply drop packets.
Figure 4.11: Boxplot of Duration per Connection (*Greasy* versus *LaBrea* Non-Persist)

![Boxplot of Duration per Connection](image1)

Figure 4.12: CDF of Duration per Connection (*Greasy* versus *LaBrea* Non-Persist)

![CDF of Duration per Connection](image2)

Figure 4.13 shows the boxplot for the duration distribution for *Greasy* compared to *LaBrea*
in persist mode. *Greasy’s* duration distribution ranges from 0 to 3,562 seconds per connection. *Greasy’s* median range spans from 0 to 93 seconds, with an average of 45.7 seconds per connection. *LaBrea’s* distribution of values ranges from 0 to 3,600 seconds per connection. The median range of values spans from 0 to 3,535 seconds per connection, with an average of 2,316.0 seconds per connection. *LaBrea’s* tarpitted connections last on average almost 2,300 seconds longer than those of *Greasy*. Figure 4.14 further highlights the distribution of duration values from *Greasy* compared to *LaBrea* in persist mode. *LaBrea’s* duration results are significantly greater than *Greasy’s*, which were expected because of the nature of a persistent connection. As discussed in Chapter 2, the length of a persistent connection is dependent on the configurations of the remote end, so it is possible that a persistent tarpit connection can last indefinitely.

Because the volume and types of traffic hitting each subnet may vary, we chose a subnet to run *Greasy* for 24 hours, *LaBrea* in persist mode for 24 hours and *LaBrea* in non-persist mode for 24-hours. We re-ran the experiments that measure the tarpit’s degree of stickiness and compare the results to those discussed earlier. We arbitrarily chose to use *Greasy*’s subnet to run each of the three tarpit applications during their 24-hour time-slot.
Figure 4.13: Boxplot of Duration per Connection (Greasy versus LaBrea Persist)

Figure 4.14: CDF of Duration per Connection (Greasy versus LaBrea Persist)
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show the duration distributions for Greasy, LaBrea in persist mode, and LaBrea in non-persist mode. We observe that LaBrea in persist mode had the greatest average duration per connection of 1035.7 seconds. Greasy averaged 18.1 seconds per connection, followed by LaBrea in non-persist mode that averaged 15.9 seconds per connection. These results are in line with our expectations, which indicates that the particular subnet on which the tarpit application ran did not affect duration results.
We observe that the results for the number of packets both received and sent by the tarpit applications are the same for each tarpit. *LaBrea* in persist mode sent and received on average 20 packets per flow, *Greasy* 7 packets per flow, and *LaBrea* in non-persist mode 2 packets per flow. Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19, and Figure 4.20 show the distribution of packets for each of the three tarpit applications/modes. These results match our earlier observations for number of packets per flow.

![Figure 4.17: Boxplot of Packets Sent per Flow (Same /24 Subnet)](image1)

![Figure 4.18: CDF of Packets Sent per Flow (Same /24 Subnet)](image2)
The results from our experiments measuring each tarpit’s degree of stickiness indicate that there is a correlation between the duration of a connection and the number of packets transmitted during a connection. Because the duration of a connection is quite indicative of the tarpit’s stickiness, we can infer that the number of packets transmitted during the connection also affects the tarpit’s stickiness. LaBrea in persist mode sends and receives the most packets and holds the longest connections on average, followed by Greasy. LaBrea
in non-persist mode comes in third in terms of stickiness.

### 4.3.3 Packet Latency

We ran the packet latency experiment three times and collected three sets of RTT measurements from each vantage point-subnet pair. For each pair, we calculated the average RTT and standard deviation. The RTT values are shown in Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Then for each vantage point, we calculated the percent of change of the tarpit sample mean compared to the control mean. Using the z-statistic model described in Section 4.1.3 we calculated the z-statistic values as shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. Overall both LaBrea and Greasy had z-values much smaller than our left-tail critical value -2.58 and much greater than our right-tail critical value 2.58, respectively. LaBrea had an average z-value of -39.40 and Greasy an average z-value of 25.07. We were able to reject our null hypothesis with 99% confidence indicating that both tarpit samples represented different populations from the control. The one exception is the z-statistic from the third run using our residential vantage point, where LaBrea had a z-value of 0.05 between -2.58 and 2.58, well within our null hypothesis, shown in Table 4.7. But because this value was only one out of the nine calculated z-values for LaBrea that was within range of our critical values, we went with the majority of LaBrea’s z-values. As expected, the closer the vantage point is to the target subnet, the smaller the RTT values. It is interesting to note that the largest and percent of change values for Greasy and LaBrea, respectively, are from observed from our closest vantage point, the local subnet. This is further observed in the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of RTT measurements from each of the runs using each vantage point. Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, and Figure 4.23 show the PDFs of results using our residential vantage point. The distributions are fairly similar in these Figures, with LaBrea’s distribution shifted slightly to the left of the control distribution, and Greasy’s distribution shifted slightly to the right; RTT values are generally between 100-200 ms. Figure 4.22 shows Greasy with a wider range of RTT values, resulting in a wider curve. Figure 4.24, Figure 4.25, and Figure 4.26 show PDFs of results from our NPS vantage point. Again, we see LaBrea’s distribution located more to the left of the control curve, and Greasy’s distribution located only slightly more to the right of the control distribution. RTT values range from 80-90ms. The PDFs of results from our local subnet vantage point show the greatest variability in distribution, as shown in Figure 4.27, Figure 4.28, and Figure 4.29. The range of RTT values for both
Greasy and LaBrea lie within the range of values of the control, but the distributions are distinct from that of the control. Although the z-values reveal that both LaBrea and Greasy represent different populations from our control at a millisecond-level of granularity, Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show that both LaBrea and Greasy’s RTT values differ only by less than a second, which is not a noticeable difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Points</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>LaBrea</th>
<th>Greasy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>114.24 ms.</td>
<td>116.28 ms.</td>
<td>116.97 ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>82.23 ms.</td>
<td>81.48 ms.</td>
<td>82.56 ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1.26 ms.</td>
<td>0.51 ms.</td>
<td>1.65 ms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Average RTT Measurements from Run 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Points</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>LaBrea</th>
<th>Greasy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>135.87 ms.</td>
<td>128.92 ms.</td>
<td>133.77 ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>82.37 ms.</td>
<td>81.56 ms.</td>
<td>82.64 ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1.41 ms.</td>
<td>0.52 ms.</td>
<td>1.63 ms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Average RTT Measurements from Run 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Points</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>LaBrea</th>
<th>Greasy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>127.24 ms.</td>
<td>127.25 ms.</td>
<td>130.54 ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>82.30 ms.</td>
<td>81.53 ms.</td>
<td>82.95 ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1.25 ms.</td>
<td>0.51 ms.</td>
<td>1.66 ms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.21: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 1 of Latency Experiment Using Residential Vantage Point.

Figure 4.22: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 2 of Latency Experiment Using Residential Vantage Point.

Figure 4.23: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 3 of Latency Experiment Using Residential Vantage Point.
Table 4.5: Z-statistic and Percent of Change Results from Run 1 of Latency Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Points</th>
<th>LaBrea % Change</th>
<th>LaBrea SE</th>
<th>Greasy % Change</th>
<th>Greasy SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>2.39%</td>
<td>21.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>-0.92%</td>
<td>-248.11</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
<td>108.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>-59.32%</td>
<td>28.98</td>
<td>31.05%</td>
<td>15.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Z-statistic and Percent of Change Results from Run 2 of Latency Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Points</th>
<th>LaBrea % Change</th>
<th>LaBrea SE</th>
<th>Greasy % Change</th>
<th>Greasy SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>-5.12%</td>
<td>-20.62</td>
<td>-1.55%</td>
<td>-6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>-0.98%</td>
<td>-35.42</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>-63.22%</td>
<td>-24.39</td>
<td>15.66%</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Z-statistic and Percent of Change Results from Run 3 of Latency Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Points</th>
<th>LaBrea % Change</th>
<th>LaBrea SE</th>
<th>Greasy % Change</th>
<th>Greasy SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
<td>15.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>-0.93%</td>
<td>-43.74</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>36.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>-59.05%</td>
<td>-27.76</td>
<td>33.08%</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.24: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 1 of Latency Experiment Using NPS Vantage Point.

Figure 4.25: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 2 of Latency Experiment Using NPS Vantage Point.

Figure 4.26: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 3 of Latency Experiment Using NPS Vantage Point.
Figure 4.27: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 1 of Latency Experiment Using Local Subnet Vantage Point.

Figure 4.28: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 2 of Latency Experiment Using Local Subnet Vantage Point.

Figure 4.29: PDF of RTT Measurements from Run 3 of Latency Experiment Using Local Subnet Vantage Point.
CHAPTER 5:
Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

Using the experiments discussed above, we measured Greasy’s ability to deceive Degreaser, degree of stickiness compared to LaBrea, and potential processing overhead as observed by packet latency. Degreaser was only able to successfully identify 2.8% of Greasy’s tarpit hosts as tarpits. This indicates that we effectively mitigated the two main tarpit signatures used by Degreaser’s tarpit identification heuristics: lack of TCP options in TCP packets sent by the tarpit, and TCP receive window size.

One of our biggest contributions for this thesis was to run Greasy in production on an Internet-facing /24 subnet. We were able to receive real traffic on the network and study Greasy’s ability to handle and interact with a bombardment of various scans and probes from unknown remote sources. Our stickiness experiments revealed that Greasy was able to tarpit a connection longer than LaBrea in non-persist mode. Greasy sent 6 times more packets than LaBrea, and kept the connection alive 7 times longer than LaBrea. LaBrea in persist mode outperformed Greasy in stickiness. LaBrea sent around 6 times more packets than Greasy, and held the connection for a significantly longer duration than Greasy—around 50 times longer. LaBrea in persist mode is able to keep a stickier connection because, according to the TCP protocol, it can hold a persistent connection for an indefinite amount of time until the remote end disconnects, or deadlock indefinitely [34] as discussed in Chapter 2. For instance, range of values for duration distribution for LaBrea in persist mode span from 0 to 3600 seconds, which equals 1 hour. Because we bin our results by hours, it is possible there are connections held indefinitely that are missed in our analysis because the TCP handshake was established in an earlier bin. Although LaBrea in persist mode is able to keep a connection tarpitted longer than Greasy, it is easily detected because of its predictable constant zero window size. Greasy, on the other hand, incorporates persist mode, along with three other tarpitting modes to create random tarpitting behavior. So although Greasy may not hold the stickiest connection, it successfully improves
its tarpitting capabilities, while still evading detection. A simple solution to increasing the stickiness of Greasy’s connections is to alter its tarpitting algorithm to increase the probability that persist mode is chosen, but at a rate that still ensures Greasy will not be detected. Our experiment to measure the degree of stickiness of a tarpit showed that there is a loose correlation between the number of packets transferred within a tarpit connection and the total duration of the connection. The longer the duration of a connection, the more packets transferred in that connection. However, this is only a loose correlation because it is possible that connections are held open for a long duration while only a few packets are transferred between two endpoints.

We used the packet latency tests to measure the amount of overhead, as observed by packet latency, that Greasy may incur due to its implementations and inclusion of the libtins sniffer. This experiment revealed that both Greasy and LaBrea have ICMP RTT mean values that lie outside the normal range of control RTT means at the millisecond level of granularity. We used a two-tailed hypothesis test to test for extreme values from the mean, and chose critical values -2.58 and 2.58 to decide whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis that the control and tarpit samples are the same population (i.e., normal hosts and tarpit hosts are indistinguishable by packet latency). Greasy had z-values much larger than 2.58, an average z-value of 25.07, and LaBrea had z-values much smaller than -2.58, an average z-value of -39.40. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis with a 99% confidence level. However, despite rejecting the null hypothesis, the actual mean RTT values for Greasy and LaBrea differ from the control mean RTTs by about 1 ms, which is not a noticeable difference, so packet latency as measured using ICMP RTTs is negligible.

In addition to developing a tarpit with overall improved tarpit performance, we also provide an extensible platform on which to further develop and advance Greasy’s tarpitting capabilities.

5.2 Future Work

5.2.1 Improvements on Current Implementations

Greasy’s current implementation maintains state to operate the duplicate ACK tarpitting behavior. This could lead to performance degradation and scalability issues if the machine
running Greasy exhausts its memory due to the large volume of connections Greasy must remember. Ideally a modified implementation will make use of TCP/IP header values and the SYN cookie-like hashing algorithm to maintain minimal state.

Another improvement is to increase the stickiness of Greasy’s tarpit. Currently, its degree of stickiness lies between that of LaBrea in non-persist mode and LaBrea in persist mode. We try to balance the line between detectability and deceptiveness versus improving tarpitting capabilities. Our experiments show that LaBrea in persist mode holds the stickiest connections but is also trivial to detect because of its constant and predictable zero window. One of our main goals is to build application-level tarpitting capabilities in Greasy, so perhaps the level of stickiness can improve at the application-level vice TCP level to make the tarpit both less detectable and stickier.

5.2.2 Additional Features

Greasy provides a foundational and extensible platform for future tarpit development. The three main areas we would like to extend Greasy is in IPv6 compatibility, operating system portability, and Application-Layer tarpitting functionality to create tarpit profiles that correlate open ports, TCP options and MAC addresses into a believable Operating System (OS) stack.

IPv6

Adversaries target both IPv4 and IPv6 hosts in their scanning operations, so we want to extend Greasy’s functionality to also handle IPv6 packets. The 128-bit IPv6 address increased the difficulty for a scanner to locate vulnerable targets using IPv4 random scanning techniques [74]. However, worms may be able to overcome this large search space and continue their scanning operations in IPv6 space by leveraging weaknesses in certain IPv6 features. For instance, unlike IPv4 which uses ARP to resolve IP addresses to MAC addresses on a LAN, IPv6 uses a Neighbor Discovery [75] protocol. Through this mechanism, adversaries may be able to consult host routing tables or passively listen as a participant in the routing protocol to identify live hosts on the LAN. IPv6 also uses multicast to send packets to all hosts on the LAN. Adversaries may abuse this feature by sending multicast messages to find all routers or hosts on the LAN [74].
We must add a new module in *Greasy* to handle IPv6 soft-capturing, since IPv6 uses the Neighbor Discovery protocol instead of ARP for IP to MAC addresses mapping. The Neighbor Discovery protocol uses Neighbor Solicitation messages to resolve link-layer addresses of neighboring nodes or confirm neighbor reachability [75]. Neighbor Advertisement messages are used in response to Solicitation messages, and may also be used to announce link-layer address changes, similar to the gratuitous ARP. While waiting for Advertisement messages, the requesting node should retransmit Neighbor Solicitation messages every *RetransTimer* milliseconds. If no Neighbor Advertisement message is received after *MAX_MULTICAST_SOLICIT* solicitations, then address resolution failed, and an Internet Control Message Protocol Version 6 (ICMPv6) host unreachable message is returned. *Libtins* supports both implementations of IPv6 and ICMPv6 packet crafting and handling, so *Greasy* will be able to easily add soft-capturing of IPv6 packets using this Neighbor Discovery protocol [75]. A new module for TCP packet handling of IPv6 hosts must also be added to *Greasy* since deterministic random hashing functions have to be modified to cater to the IPv6 address structure.

**Portability**

We want to be able to deploy *Greasy* on any given operating system to cater to users’ preferences and allow for wider deployment of this tarpit. *Greasy*’s current implementation is compatible with *FreeBSD* and *Ubuntu Linux distribution* platforms. It has not been tested on other operating systems. The *Libtins* packet crafting library is portable on *Windows*, *OSX*, in addition to little and big endian *GNU/Linux* and *FreeBSD* operating systems [61]. *Libtins* has special instructions for its packet sniffing and sending functions when running applications on *Windows*, but for the most part, the underlying code structure of *Greasy* should not change from operating system to operating system.

**Application Layer Tarpitting**

Besides TCP-level tarpitting, we can leverage specific features of certain protocols to create an application specific tarpit aimed at producing a more realistic and stickier tarpit product. We hope to extend *Greasy*’s tarpitting capabilities by adding application layer tarpitting in addition to its current TCP layer tarpitting. Motivation for expanding *Greasy*’s functionality to handle application-level tarpitting stems from a couple of reasons. One reason is to
include application-level tarpitting for realism. We want to generate responses an adversary expects to see when connecting to a particular service to help the adversary believe the tarpit is a real host. We also want to have actual data to send in order to maintain a more persistent connection without being detected. In addition, we want to allow better integration with existing honeypots that currently perform application-layer functionalities. Several suggested application layer protocols that Greasy should tarpit include Secure Shell (SSH), SMTP, and HTTP, among others.

**SSH Tarpitting** : SSH [76] is an encrypted protocol used to create secure remote log-in sessions and other network services such as forwarded TCP/IP and X11 connections. SSH servers that are not public facing require the remote client to enter login credentials (i.e., username and password) in order to authenticate to the server. One method of tarpitting the remote client is to add a configurable delay between the client’s initial SSH login attempt and the sending of the login prompt.

**SMTP Tarpitting** : Similar to SMTP tarpits [43] introduced in Chapter 2, we can leverage certain features like continuation lines in order to tarpit adversaries attempting to send bulk spam. The goal is to make use of SMTP’s continuation line scheme to clog up the connection by sending tons of continuation lines with fake messages. This forces the remote end to continue to wait until the multi-line message is finished. As explained in Chapter 2, this method alone is not at all effective against an adversary as they are able to parallelize the process, and existing SMTP tarpits can only tarpit one connection at a time. We can take advantage of Greasy’s multi-threading capabilities to try to parallelize this tarpitting capability, as well as implement our hashing algorithms to keep track of tarpitted SMTP connections without maintaining state.

**HTTP Tarpitting** : Adversaries dig through web pages for information such as email addresses and domain names to look for vulnerable hosts [43] in addition to IP scanning. Similar to HTTP tarpits discussed in Chapter 2, we can foil an adversary in their attempt to gather information via webpages by creating random webpages with fake information and allow Greasy to tarpit these HTTP connections.

**Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) Tarpitting** : BGP [77] is used to exchange routing and reachability information among Autonomous Systems (ASs) [78] (i.e., groups of connected
IP prefixes). BGP routing worms take advantage of BGP routing tables to learn about the distribution of vulnerable hosts in a particular routing space. A suggested BGP tarpit implementation includes the addition of fake entries in the BGP routing tables to create the illusion of the existence of vulnerable hosts. This will cause the adversary to spend additional time interacting with these fake hosts.

**Domain Name System (DNS) Tarpitting**: DNS [79] is used to resolve domain names to numerical IP addresses, and vice versa. Adversaries take advantage of the DNS infrastructure to guess DNS names instead of IP addresses in order to find likely vulnerable targets [80]. Additionally, despite the greater costs (e.g., time) of issuing a DNS query compared to randomly scanning IP addresses, Kamra et al. found that DNS random IPv6 scanning produced worm propagation speeds comparable to that of traditional random IPv4 scanning [80]. We can easily deceive adversaries by associating fake domain names to Greasy’s pool of fake IP addresses. Although this tarpit may be useful, it is currently out of the scope of Greasy’s current implementation because it would require implementation of UDP tarpitting.
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